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ABSTRACT

In this new age of advanced technologies and means of the internet is becoming increasingly available everywhere, people are communicating through social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and various other social network sites. Therefore, videos from video sharing sites, especially Youtube, works hand-in-hand with social networks to allow videos to be uploaded, viewed, rated and shared to peers. Thus, the video will be categorized as a viral video that acts like a chain effect, a video that carries contents that are easily remembered and many will view it repeatedly. However, most viral videos are of negative contents that might display mainly brutality and violence, such as pornography, bullying, child abuse and animal cruelty. This may cause shameful behaviours especially from the younger generation without an adult’s supervision. This is because various kinds of video contents that are uploaded by the internet community are limitless, it is almost impossible to find “extreme viewers’ discretion” contents being commercially broadcasted. A positive video becoming viral is possible, but quite difficult to capture the full and exuberant attention of viewers. Nevertheless, there are some positive videos becoming viral among the internet community. Contents and emotions released from the video could stir the viewer’s feelings and thus, motivating viewers to share out to allow others to experience the goodness as well.

The purpose of this project is to study the reason behind a positive viral video through the components of visual arrangement, sound effects, background music and the moral values. Besides, this is to investigate people’s memory of storing messages effectively and for long-term. In this project, the procedure of producing a positive video is discussed in terms of the pre-production, production and post-production. After completing and rendering the video, it is uploaded on the video sharing site, Youtube, to carry out the testing phase. Finally, at the final chapter, the conclusion of the whole project of the summary of the test data gathered.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

In this new beginning of the new generation, Y Generation, that is the Millennial Generation (or Millennial), where it is the generation of numerous social networking platforms for people to communicate with friends near and far. The most widely used social network is Facebook.com, with almost 845 million users and still growing, one could share comments, upload photographs, watch shared videos and share links to any media. While sharing is made easy, videos of specific events are shared potentially it is because they carry elements of entertainment, useful information or to create positive awareness among the public. Videos that are viewed repeatedly, and are known to many people, are classified as “Viral Videos”. However, the observed result is most videos with negative elements are more viral than videos that present positive elements. Thus, it is vital to go against the current and discover how positive videos can be “viral”.

The aim of this project is to study the reasons of certain videos being viral and why does negative contents attract more viewers than positive
contents. In addition, to understand of what subjects a positive video has to achieve in order to become a viral video. By definition Viral Video is a video that is put on a video sharing site, like YouTube, that then begins to spread based on the content. In the end, the video starts racking up millions of views. (Rick, 2010) People watch and share videos through social network sites for their friends and family to also enjoy the same feeling they had. Eventually these videos become viral from a million viewings to almost 36 million viewings. Most videos with this viewing numbers are popular celebrity music videos, entertaining brand advertisements, videos that shows footages that does not appear on national television and uncensored violence.

1.2 Problem Statement

Youtube.com is a popular video sharing site where the internet community would go to search for movie trailers, the latest news, and mainly for entertainment purposes such as celebrity music videos. Furthermore, while wandering in Youtube one may find numerous video titles that attracts and lures viewers to click into it. Mostly, top view videos viewed are by many viewers being attracted or some contributing countless times accessing, shows that the content is satisfying and alluring. Unfortunately, this title goes to negative videos, which gain almost a million viewers overnight. For example, “Leave Britney Alone!” is a video made by a blogger named Chris Crocker to rebuke the media for making the Princess of Pop, Britney Spears, life miserable while she was facing a life crisis. This video hit to 43,640,436 views (and still counting) since October 2007.

“You are what you eat”, if one influences oneself with negativity, then his or her thinking defies positivity promptly. In contrary, a positive video could not reach that number of views such like “Leave Britney Alone!” People in this age are being manipulated by the media in terms of feelings and thinking, situations that are unusual will not be found on television programmes, but are possible on the internet.
Thus, the internet community is vulnerable while others misuse the sharing mode of humiliati ng and polluting the minds of our society.

1.3 Objective

- To study the effectiveness of viral videos spreading messages through actions both positive and negative
- To produce a video carrying positive elements and make it viral on the internet
- To evaluate the level of the video being viral by measuring the number of viewers for two weeks

1.4 Scopes

The target users of this video are viewers age 13 years and above. The reason of this boundary set is that Chain Reaction Of Kindness carries viewer discretion contents that are not suitable for viewers 12 years old and below. While in the video, there would be description in words of events and motivation to support better capturing of actions.
1.5 Project Significance

This project explores the effectiveness of viral videos, the impact offered to viewers whether it is positive or negative. Investigation of the reason behind an abusive video could be made viral on the internet. And also to scrutinize whether a gentle video could become viral and spread good morale to the society. This is in addition to explore the many ways of attracting viewers to the prudent act of compassion. The significance of this study is depicted by a short film to promote positivity and humanity to the younger generation and for the older generation to be a model of charity and kindness.

1.6 Conclusion

As a conclusion, this project is centered at the effectiveness of positivity and negativity of a viral video implanted on the internet society. The production of this three to four minutes short film is fully video-based, and the title of this short film is "The Right Shoulder". There hopes of success towards this video to become viral through the network society. The following chapter will discuss the literature reviews towards viral videos.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the literature review will be discussed. Published reviews by scholars and writers are included to display the facts and findings of viral videos. Furthermore, the project management process is shown through methodologies of video production, schedule and milestones.

2.2 Domain

The domain of this project is about positive viral videos on the internet. A positive video is a medium of a video produced and released on-line to spread the message to encourage optimism and human moral to the vast social-network society. Thus, the clear understanding of the message could allow viewers to share to others and let the ball rolling continuously. A successful viral video could move emotions to absorb the intended message through events of unusual activities and gestures.
Producing a video allows infinite room for imagination and creativity to deliver the objective. There are many methods in producing a viral video, such as having a hidden message to encourage soul-searching, a prompting of an up-and-down emotion, audio designing to guide the viewers’ memorable experiences and the act done in the video to direct the point vividly.

2.3 Existing Positive Viral Videos, Facts and Findings

In comparison with the different viral videos on Youtube.com, three different video categories are chosen to describe the diverse types of media, but having almost the same viral intensity and message given to viewers. The videos are, “The Girl Effect – The Clock Is Ticking” (2D animation), “KiWi!” (3D animation), and “Life Vest Inside – Kindness Boomerang” (video).

“Viral videos rely more on appeals related to humor, sexuality, nudity and violence than TV ads.” (Porter and Golan, 2006) To spread positivity and to improve the morale of the society, it is appropriate to plant optimistic images into people. Through a study of cognitive psychology, according to Anthony Elliott in Social Theory Since Freud, “Cognitive psychology refers to the study of human mental processes and their roles in thinking, feeling and behaving. Such study includes the broad categories of perception, memory, acquisition of knowledge and expertise, comprehensive, problem solving, creativity, production of language, decision making and reasoning.”

“Pleasant emotional tone elicits the strongest attitude towards the ad, brand and intention to forward. The effects were weaker for coactive tone and weakest for negative emotional tone.” (Eckler and Bolls, 2011) According to Eckler and Bolls, if a product is supposed to be delivered in a positive way, thus the chances of viewers having the intention to forward to others is high. “A popular viral video could be
built around a non-descript product with a ‘wow factor’ in the message” (MindComet, 2006) this justifies that “viral video should feature more emotionally intense content than TV counterparts to motivate forwarding behaviour.” (Lindstrom, 2009) According to Lindstrom, controlling the emotion of the viewers of bringing to the series of ups and downs will encourage viewers to share it to others so that others could experience the feelings they had.

In this age of business trends and economy markets, entrepreneurs and executives take the advantage of solely gaining profits and not lifting a finger to the society that is living in poverty, physically and mentally. Fortunately, according to Muhammad Yunus (2008) in Creating A World Without Poverty: Social Business and the Future of Capitalism, “Today’s young executives, raised on television and the Internet, are more aware of social problems and more attuned to global concerns than any previous generation. They care about issues like climate change, child labour, the spread of AIDS, the rights of women, and world poverty.” Alongside gaining profit, young executive nowadays are giving their very best to balance poverty and luxury of the society by donating or organising campaigns to spread worrying social problems to the world. For example, at only 26 years of age, Mark Zuckerberg, the co-founder of the social network site, Facebook, is one of the world’s youngest billionaires. He donated $100 million to Newark Public Schools plus, an undisclosed amount to the open social network project Diaspora. He talked about the Newark donation on Oprah, explaining his dedication to help fix the public school system.

The society nowadays is filled with influential media like Youtube video sharing platform and Facebook, a social network site. Along with globalization, people gradually become slaves of technology and networking. While surfing the internet, people are caught with videos that were shared by their friends. Most of the time, these videos carry elements, for example, bully, abuse, gruesome accidents, pornography, etc. Thus, this kind of influence causes diminution morale of the society. For example, a video shared in Youtube called “Woman Caught on Nanny Cam Abusing Infant Twins” currently has a hit of 1,173,444 views and still counting. It shows a cruel babysitter handles the infants brutally. Some may think cruelty makes one on par with society and it is fit to do so.
A video becoming viral shows that the video is worth watching. Unfortunately, those videos are mostly ones that carry negative elements. According to Google Sites, Youku and VEVO Lead Global Online Video Rankings, in October 2011, 201.4 billion videos were viewed online from a home or work location, with the global viewing audience reaching 1.2 billion unique viewers age 15 and older. Teenagers even younger than 15 years of age surf and watch videos on YouTube more often than other age groups. If at such a young and innocent age is influenced by negative images without adult supervision, it could somehow pollute their minds to think that cruelty is part of the status quo. Thus, instead of spreading videos that can destroy the social morale, uploading and sharing positive videos such as anti-pollution and ways of improving the environment. Or, even a simple video that shows of society displaying good morale to each other.

2.3.1 The Girl Effect - The Clock is Ticking (2D-Animation)

"The Girl Effect" movement is created by The Nike Foundation, with critical financial and intellectual contributions by the NoVo Foundation and Nike Inc., and in collaboration with key partners such as the United Nations Foundation and the Coalition for Adolescent Girls.

This inspiring 2D-animation video is intended to plant awareness to the world of the poverty of the potential of 250 million teenage girls. A series of rapid events following animations of a little 12-year-old girl’s future if she is living in poverty and being man-handled by cruel people. There were only three to four colours mainly being used to convey a message that blew to 1,147,582 views (from 13th September, 2010 to 29th May, 2012) on the video sharing site, Youtube.com.
2.3.2 Kiwi! (3D-Animation)

Dony Permedi, the creator of "Kiwi!" completed this 3.10 minutes animation for his Master's thesis while at The School of Visual Arts, MFA Computer Art, in New York City. It was created using Maya, After Effects, and rigged using The Setup Machine by Anzovin studios.
It currently has an incredible 32,300,004 views (from 27th June, 2006 to 29th May, 2012) on Youtube.com. This video is categorized as viral because the creator utilized a flightless animal, the kiwi, which does not have wings that is suitable to go airborne. However, with much determination of forming its dream, it nailed trees at the steep cliff and finally jumps off to imagine it was really flying. The moral of the story is to motivate viewers to have determination. One of the comments were “Every once in a while I look back at this and every time I either cry or desperately want to - HE JUST WANTED TO FLY!!!! fly kiwi fly!!!!”.

Figure 2.2: Scenes from “Kiwi!”
2.3.3 Life Vest Inside - Kindness Boomerang (Video)

The chain reaction of helping each other, and the boomerang that carries kindness back to you, this is what “Life Vest Inside - Kindness Boomerang” display. With 5,305,395 views (from 29th August, 2011 to 29th May, 2012) on Youtube.com, the Life Vest Inside campaign applied the camera tracking technique to amplify the act of kindness chain reaction when people help each other. Thus, the boomerang effect goes back to the first person with others aiding him.

Figure 2.3: Scenes from “Life Vest Inside - Kindness Boomerang”
2.4 Project Methodology

Multimedia Production Phase is chosen for the project methodology.

![Diagram of Video Production Phase](image)

**Figure 2.4: Video Production Phase**